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Erasmus + programme 

The first time I heard about the Erasmus Programme was a long time ago from friends who were 

in their last year of Medicine. They told me about how unique and incredible was their 

experience and they highly recommended it to me.  

One day I went to the Erasmus office to get information and to apply. They gave me all 

information but I could not apply because it was only possible in my last academic year. So what 

I did was to work hard to accomplish the requirements I needed it for the exchange. I tried to 

improve my curriculum/transcript and participated in “extra activities” to get more points and 

increase my score. In my 5th year after signed up for the Erasmus+ programme, we had some 

meetings where we got all the documents. Some weeks later we signed the contracts and 

agreements forms from both institutions. 

How I made my choice? Well, in my case I followed my friend´s advice, who took the Erasmus+ 

the previous year, and applied to Osijek. The reasons why I chose this city was because it is close 

to the Hungarian border, it is cheap city compared to other European cities and in the teaching 

hospital the doctors speak English.  

  

Expectations 

Osijek was my first choice and I was very lucky to be accepted there. My Erasmus was for 5 

months starting from 3rd of September of 2018 to 25th of January 2019.  

I was very excited about the training in the hospital. My first day was fine, I went to the office, 

introduce myself and asked about my mentor in the department. But there was a little problem 

with the order of my practices. By mistake they changed the list of the departments I had to do, 

but in one day they fixed it and I could start my practice how I had planned it. 

 

 

 

 



Difficulties 

The first inconvenient happened few weeks before my trip to Osijek. When I got an email from 

the Croatian Erasmus office saying that there was no accommodation at the Campus dormitory. 

They put everybody in a waiting list that probably would solve during the new semester. They 

apologized and suggested us to find accommodation by our own. Which was problematic 

because other dormitories where full of students and to rent an apartment by myself was 

expensive. I spoke with my friend, who when to Osijek for Erasmus last year. She told me she 

had the same problem, but she found a place close to hospital where I could probably stay. I 

contacted them and yes got accommodation there. Location was perfect, less than 10 minutes 

away from hospital. But an hour or more away from city centre.  

Second inconvenient was that I belonged to the training programme and not to the partial or 

full student semester of the medical faculty of Osijek, which means I only had practices/ training 

at the hospital and not seminars, lectures, exams or any credits from the hosting institution. 

Therefore I was not one of their international students from the medical faculty of Osijek; and 

was not allowed to get the student card and any of its benefits like student discount in student 

restaurants, cafeterias, bakeries, cinema, public transport, etc. I had to pay the normal price as 

any visitors. 

Third inconvenient the limited opening hours of the libraries and the small space or low capacity 

of people/students inside. Most of the libraries in Osijek open from 9:00 to 14:00. Only the 

campus library and city library were open until 19:00, but closed on weekends. In their exam 

period they extended the opening hours to 21:00. But it is not enough for me. I really do not 

understand how the students study there without a proper library. I also found silly that 

foreigner students, who do not have the student card, have to pay 60 Kunas (8 euros) for a year 

fee of library access. Luckily only in one place I was asked me for this card. But in the other 

libraries were entrance free. 

This last point is more a personal complain than inconvenient, and it is the smoking habits in 

Osijek and Croatia, because is the same in the whole country.  The law anti-Tobacco exist but it 

is useless, nobody obeys; nobody cares and you can see people smoking literally EVERYWHERE.  

 

Experience, travelling and cost living in Osijek 

Osijek is a beautiful and peaceful Croatian city. It is located on the river Drava. The area is known 

as Osijek Baranja Region. The structure of the city consist in three main areas: Tvrdja, which is 

the old town; city centre and new town which is relatively “new” developed area. All these areas 

are linked by the public transport which has a good service. 

My travel to Osijek was by a private car. It was not the cheapest way to get there, but it was 

good, the driver was super nice and I was able to bring all my belongings. The price for each ride 

was 9,500 - 10,000 ft (30 euros). My accommodation was at the Evangelical Theological Faculty. 

Good place with nice people and great service. The price was 140 – 150 euros per month, it 

included heating and cleaning service. The location was perfect, close to the hospital, but far 

from Tvrdja (the old town of Osijek) and city centre.  

My first impression of the hospital was great. The hospital is old, but in good condition. 

Everybody from Erasmus office of the medical faculty, head of the departments, doctors, nurses, 

students and other stuff were nice, polite, helpful and friendly. I never had a problem there. 



They took good care of me, included me in the classes with the Croatian students by giving their 

classes in English when I joined them. They asked me questions to test my knowledge and 

explain what I did not understand or explain the protocols, guidelines they use in the hospital, 

allowed me to examine the patent and be involve the procedures they performed. My time 

there was wonderful, I felt very welcomed and integrated to the hospital. 

People from Osijek are the nicest, honest, friendly, open minded people I have ever met in my 

life so far. Most of them speak good English and always are willing to help you when you need 

help. Something important I will emphasize is “Osijek is a safe city” you can walk without any 

problem, no one will robe you or attack you verbally or physically for being a foreigner, woman 

or just different.  

The best way to move through the city is by public transport: The trams cost 10 kunas (1,50 

euros) per ride; with the transport card 85 kunas (12 euros) per month, which is cheaper. The 

buses and of course taxi for 20 kunas (3 euros). But Osijek is a flat land with long streets with 

bike lanes which make easy to cycle everywhere. It is safe and it is common to see people from 

different ages cycling. The traffic there is good, the rate of accidents is very low because drivers 

have good driving skills, respect the traffic signals and speed limit on the roads. 

Croatian food is delicious, but there is not “traditional Croatian” Everything is more “Balkan 

food” from Serbia, Bosnia and Croatia. My favourite dishes are cevapi and Croatian version of 

goulash. In Tvrdja you can find a lot of restaurants with international dishes like American 

burgers and Italian pasta. I can recommend “Merlon”, “El paso”. For dessert a pancake place 

called “Mr.Cinkos” and fro Ice cream and cakes “Gold by Waldinger” and “Peter Pan bakery”. 

Croatian drinks they have nice beers like any other city and there is a traditional drink called 

“Rakia”, which is strong liquor that remains me Hungarian Palinka. The most popular places to 

go out in Osijek are: Tufna, Exit, St. Patrick or Matrix. And Q´s Culb for Balkan music only. 

Osijek has buildings in good condition, the environment is clean. I was amazed by the parks with 

playgrounds to play and do exercise. Long streets like Vurkiovarska Street, Josipa Jurja 

Strossmayera Street and the main one, the architectonic European Avenue. Historic monuments 

and statues in memorial to the War like “The Walker” and the monument “Croatian War 

Veterans”, “The Franjo Tudman statue at Freedom square. Other known places like “The Co-

Cathedral- Church of St Peter and Paul”, Tvrdja – the old town surrounded by the Osijek Fortress, 

The Croatian Theatre - Opera, The promenade Osijek along the river Drava. And my favourite 

place the pedestrian Bridge with its coloured lights at night.  

The weather in Osijek can be extreme. Temperatures from 35-47 degrees and in winter from 0 

to -15 degrees.  

 

ESN Osijek 

ESN Osijek is a great student association. They were really nice to all of us. They organised 

activities to break the ice and have fun. I found it useful because I got to know new people and 

helped me to adapt faster. We all became a family and it was a pleasure to be part of the 

programme. My favourite events with ESN are “Hunting for Cultural Heritage”, “ movie night”, 

“ Jamaican dance”, “ international dinner”, visit to“ Dog shelter”, at Christmas advert “ the free 

hugs event” and ice skating and parties like Halloween or in winter the responsible party.  



And of course the especial ones like birthdays and trips. I could not attend to all the trips because 

of my exams. But these two to Zagreb and Lakes National Park in Plitvice were amazing. 

 

Outcomes of the Erasmus+ 

Gratitude to Erasmus office of my faculty for this opportunity. To my mentors in the hospital for 

their time to teach me, explain medical procedure and create an environment where I felt one 

of them. 

Thanks to Erasmus office in Osijek for their kindness and help with the documents required for 

my university, Police and Migration office.  

All my love to the members of ESN Osijek for bringing us all together and made us an Erasmus 

family. 

I recommend Erasmus+ programme. It is a great opportunity to learn, travel, meet new people 

and to challenge yourself. I have gained so much with this experience that helped me to growth 

in a personal level and as future doctor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you, 

 

/ Dayana Porras 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 


